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Knowledge production

« In 2012, Amgen researchers made 
headlines when they declared that they 
had been unable to reproduce the 
findings  in 47 of 53 'landmark' cancer 
papers » (doi:10.1038/nature.2016.19269)



Repeat   >   Replicate   >   Reproduce   >   Reuse
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Scientific workflows to 
the rescue … 



What is a workflow ?

Malcolm Atkinson, Sandra Gesing, Johan Montagnat, Ian Taylor. Scientific workflows: Past, present and future. Future Generation Computer Systems, Elsevier, 2017, 
75, pp.216 - 227. <10.1016/j.future.2017.05.041>

« Workflows provide a systematic way of describing the 
methods needed and provide the interface between  
domain specialists and computing infrastructures. »  

« Workflow management systems (WMS) perform the 
complex analyses on a variety of distributed resources »



Scientific workflows to enhance trust in 
scientific results :  

    ➞ automate data analysis (at scale) 

    ➞ abstraction (describe/share methods) 

    ➞ provenance (~transparency)

A curated list of awesome pipeline toolkits inspired by Awesome Sysadmin

# awesome-list # workflow

CONTRIBUTING.md Added contributing 4 years ago

README.md Update README.md 25 days ago

 README.md

Awesome Pipeline
A curated list of awesome pipeline toolkits inspired by Awesome Sysadmin

Pipeline frameworks & libraries

ActionChain - A workflow system for simple linear success/failure workflows.

Adage - Small package to describe workflows that are not completely known at definition time.

Airflow - Python-based workflow system created by AirBnb.

Anduril - Component-based workflow framework for scientific data analysis.

Antha - High-level language for biology.

Bds - Scripting language for data pipelines.

BioMake - GNU-Make-like utility for managing builds and complex workflows.

BioQueue - Explicit framework with web monitoring and resource estimation.

Bistro - Library to build and execute typed scientific workflows.

Bpipe - Tool for running and managing bioinformatics pipelines.

Briefly - Python Meta-programming Library for Job Flow Control.

Cluster Flow - Command-line tool which uses common cluster managers to run bioinformatics pipelines.

Clusterjob - Automated reproducibility, and hassle-free submission of computational jobs to clusters.

Compss - Programming model for distributed infrastructures.

Conan2 - Light-weight workflow management application.

Consecution - A Python pipeline abstraction inspired by Apache Storm topologies.

Cosmos - Python library for massively parallel workflows.

Cromwell - Workflow Management System geared towards scientific workflows from the Broad Institute.

Cuneiform - Advanced functional workflow language and framework, implemented in Erlang.

Dagobah - Simple DAG-based job scheduler in Python.

Dagr - A scala based DSL and framework for writing and executing bioinformatics pipelines as Directed Acyclic GRaphs.

Dask - Dask is a flexible parallel computing library for analytics.

Dockerflow - Workflow runner that uses Dataflow to run a series of tasks in Docker.

Doit - Task management & automation tool.

Drake - Robust DSL akin to Make, implemented in Clojure.

Drake R package - Reproducibility and high-performance computing with an easy R-focused interface. Unrelated to
Factual's Drake.

Dray - An engine for managing the execution of container-based workflows.

Fission Workflows - A fast, lightweight workflow engine for serverless/FaaS functions.

pditommaso / awesome-pipeline

 228 commits  1 branch  0 releases  42 contributors

 master Branch: New pull request Create new file Upload files Find file Clone or download 

 Update README.md Latest commit 07ee96a 25 days agopditommaso

https://github.com/pditommaso/awesome-pipeline


Provenance : a way to reuse  
produced & analysed data



Definition: Oxford dictionnary 
« The beginning of something's existence; something's origin. » 

Definition: Computer Science 
« Provenance information describes the origins and the history of data in 
its life cycle. »  

« Today, data is often made available on the Internet with no 
centralized control over its integrity: data is constantly being created, 
copied, moved around, and combined indiscriminately. Because 
information sources (or different parts of a single large source) may vary 
widely in terms of quality, it is essential to provide provenance and other 
context information which can help end users judge whether query 
results are trustworthy. »

James Cheney, Laura Chiticariu, and Wang-Chiew Tan. 2009. Provenance in Databases: Why, How, and Where. Found. Trends databases 1, 4 (April 2009), 379-474. DOI=http://
dx.doi.org/10.1561/1900000006
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Representing provenance 







Reasoning with provenance
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« IF some data was produced by a tool 
based on some input parameters, 
THEN this data derives from the input 
parameters »



Provenance  
in multi-site studies ?



Multi-site studies   ➞   ≠ workflow engines !
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Scattered provenance capture ?



Provenance issues 

« Which alignment algorithm was used when predicting these 
effects ? » 

« A new version of a reference genome is available, which 
genome was used when predicting these phenotypes ? » 

Need for an overall tracking of provenance over both 
Galaxy and Taverna workflows !  
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Provenance « heterogeneity »

How to reconcile these 
provenance traces ?  



Approach

 22
A. Gaignard, K. Belhajjame, H. Skaf-Molli. SHARP: Harmonizing and Bridging Cross-Workflow Provenance. The Semantic Web: ESWC 2017 Satellite Events Portorož, 
Slovenia, May 28 – June 1, 2017, Revised Selected Papers, 2017



Results

https://github.com/albangaignard/sharp-prov-toolbox

Reconciled provenance as an  « influence graph » 

https://github.com/albangaignard/sharp-prov-toolbox


Reuse instead of  
re-execution  ?



Is provenance enough for reuse ?

1 sample 300 samples

Input data 2 x 17 Gb 10.2 Tb

1-core CPU 170 hours 5.9 years

32-cores CPU 32 hours 14 months

Output data 12 Gb 3.6 Tb

1 sample

Input data 2 x 17 Gb

1-core CPU 170 hours

32-cores CPU 32 hours

Output data 12 Gb

Too fine-grained 

No domain concepts



Semantic tool catalogs



Approach

 27

Methods and tools : graph pattern matching, inference rules, SPARQL, Python, Jupyter



Results

 28https://github.com/albangaignard/fresh-toolbox

https://github.com/albangaignard/fresh-toolbox


Implementation



Summary



Take home message & open questions

• Scientific Workflows ➞ automation, abstraction, provenance   

• Standards for provenance representation and reasoning 

• Better handle multi-site studies (ESWC’17 satelite event paper) 

• Linked experiment reports = contextualized and summarized 
provenance (TaPP’16 paper, Semantic Web Journal (in revision)) 

•  Distributed data analysis ➞ Distributed provenance, reasoning ? 

• Learning patterns in provenance graphs ? 

• Predicting domain-specific annotation for workflow results ?  
What about trust ? 

 31
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